TSC-DL: Unsupervised Trajectory Segmentation of Multi-Modal Surgical Demonstrations with Deep Learning


Abstract—The growth of robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery has led to sizable datasets of fixed-camera video and kinematic recordings of surgical subtasks. Segmentation of these trajectories into locally-similar contiguous sections can facilitate learning from demonstrations, skill assessment, and salvaging good segments from otherwise inconsistent demonstrations. Manual, or supervised, segmentation can be prone to error and impractical for large datasets. We present Transition State Clustering with Deep Learning (TSC-DL), a new unsupervised algorithm that leverages video and kinematic data for task-level segmentation, and finds regions of the visual feature space that correlate with transition events using features constructed from layers of pre-trained image classification Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We report results on three datasets comparing Deep Learning architectures (AlexNet and VGG), choice of convolutional layer, dimensionality reduction techniques, visual encoding, and the use of Scale Invariant Feature Transforms (SIFT). We find that the deep architectures extract features that result in up-to a 30.4% improvement in Silhouette Score (a measure of cluster tightness) over the traditional “shallow” features from SIFT. We also present cases where TSC-DL discovers human annotator omissions. Supplementary material, data and code is available at: http://berkeleyautomation.github.io/tsc-dl/

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by the recent success of deep neural networks in reinforcement learning [12, 11], this paper explores how visual features extracted from Convolutional Neural Networks can be used for task segmentation. We are motivated by examples in robot-assisted surgery, where there are a growing number of datasets with kinematic and video recordings of surgical procedures. While these datasets have the potential to facilitate learning and autonomy, the variability of surgical data poses a unique challenge. Extracting common segments shared across multiple demonstrations of the same surgical task is an important pre-processing step before using this data [9, 3, 16]. Segmentation can facilitate learning from demonstrations, skill assessment, and salvaging segments from otherwise inconsistent demonstrations.

There are several recent proposals to learn segmentation criteria with minimal supervision (i.e., no dictionaries or labels) [3, 16]. Inherently, the success of these approaches depends on the state representation, which is particularly challenging for visual features. Visual perception pipelines often require hand-coding of essential features (e.g., object tracking and pose estimation), and thus, have to be modified for each new task. The recent results in Deep Learning, especially with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), show that it is possible to use pre-trained CNNs to extract task-agnostic features [28]. These features have been shown empirically to perform well in recent work in robot visual perception [12, 11].

We propose Transition State Clustering with Deep Learning (TSC-DL), which extends our previous work [9] with automatically constructed visual features from pre-trained CNNs (i.e., trained on large libraries of images [10]). In the Transition State Clustering mode, each demonstration is a switching linear dynamical system (SLDS). We identify the modes of the SLDS and infer regions of the state-space at which mode transitions likely occur. We model these transitions as generated from a nonparametric Bayesian model, where the number of regions is determined by a Dirichlet Process and the shape of the regions are determined by a mixture of multivariate Gaussian random variables. The key insight of this paper is that pre-trained CNNs are effective for extracting relevant features from videos for Transition State Clustering.

The primary contributions are: (1) exploring the effectiveness of Deep Learning methods to extract visual features for segmentation, (2) a hierarchical multi-modal clustering algorithm combining visual and kinematic trajectory data, and (3) a resampling-based estimator to predict segmentation times with confidence intervals. We report results on three datasets, two Deep Learning architectures (AlexNet and VGG), different convolutional layers, and varying dimensionality reduction techniques, to study the performance when compared with standard implementations of Scale Invariant Feature Transforms (SIFT). Comparing the performance of a pre-trained Deep Neural Network against SIFT on
extracting visual features for segmentation into a sequence of segments with distinct linear dynamical system parameters, the former produced a significant (up to 30.4%) improvement in Silhouette Score (a standard measure of cluster tightness). We also compare TSC-DL with manual annotations when available using Normalized Mutual Information (NMI, a measure of sequence alignment). On real surgical datasets from JHU JIGSAWS, we find that TSC-DL matches the manual annotation with up to 0.806 NMI. Our results also suggest that applying TSC-DL to both kinematic and visual states results in increases of up to 0.215 NMI over just using the kinematics alone.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Deep Features in Robotics
   Neural networks have demonstrated empirical success in end-to-end robotic control problems, where robots learn policies directly from images [11, 12]. The success of convolutional features in learning control policies, suggests that these features may also have other properties related to the underlying dynamical system. In this paper, we explore methodologies for leveraging deep features in segmentation in combination with the Transition State model which is motivated by dynamical system theory. We believe that segmentation is an important first step in many robot learning applications, and the appropriate choice of visual features is key to accurate segmentation.

B. Visual Gesture Recognition
   A highly relevant line of work is visual activity recognition, and many recent works attempt to segment human motion primitives from videos [6, 21, 27, 7, 25, 24]. There are a few unsupervised models for segmentation of human actions: Jones et al. [7], Yang et al. [27], Di Wu et al. [25], and Chenxia Wu et al. [24]. TSC-DL studies a broader problem of robot task segmentation where states may be represented by kinematics, vision, or both. Jones et al. [7] studied the problem of segmentation with two temporally aligned views of the same action, and they proposed an algorithm called Dual Assignment k-Means (DAKM) to relate the segments in the two views. It is not clear how this would support multiple demonstrations (>2) with temporal inconsistencies. Other algorithms derived from k-means have also been popular. Yang et al. [27] and Wu et al. [24] use k-means to learn a dictionary of primitive motions, however, in prior work, we found that transition state clustering outperforms a standard k-means segmentation approach. In fact, the model that we propose is complementary to these works and could provide a robust drop-in-replacement for the k-means dictionary learning step [9].

C. Learning From Demonstrations (LfD)
   The motion primitive model is a popular LfD framework that learns to control by composing a discretized set of actions [17]. This line of work mostly focuses on pre-defined primitives. Niekum et al. [15] proposed an unsupervised extension to the motion primitive model by learning a set of primitives using the Beta-Process Autoregressive Hidden Markov Model (BP-AR-HMM). The work by Niekum et al. does incorporate visual information, however, it is not used to identify segments.

   Calinon et al. [2, 4] characterize segments from demonstrations as skills that can be used to parametrize imitation learning. A number of other works have leveraged a similar model for segmentation, e.g., [8, 20]. As we describe in Section III, learning Gaussian Mixture Models is closely related to learning switching linear dynamical systems [14]. While Calinon et al. [4] have explored the use of visual features, the visual sensing model is tailored to a specific task (i.e., tracking the trajectory of a ball to catch), and our paper focuses on general visual features used for all tasks.

D. Surgical Robotics
   Surgical robotics has largely studied the problem of supervised segmentation using either segmented examples or a pre-defined dictionary of motions (similar to motion primitives). For example, given manually segmented videos, Zappella et al. [29] use features from both the videos and kinematic data to classify surgical motions. Similarly, Quellec et al. [18] use manually segmented examples as training for segmentation and recognition of surgical tasks based on archived cataract surgery videos. The dictionary-based approaches utilize a pre-defined set of motion primitives for surgery called *surgemes* to bootstrap learning of temporal segmentation [13, 23, 22]. This work does not assume prior knowledge of motion primitives.

III. MODEL OVERVIEW
   Each demonstration is modeled as a realization of an unknown time-varying linear dynamical system with a discrete number of dynamical modes and zero-mean process noise. Switching events, i.e., when \( A(t) \neq A(t+1) \), happen stochastically as a function of the current state. Thus, the observed transitions from repeated demonstrations induce a probability density \( f \) over the state space \( \mathcal{X} \) (including both kinetic and visual states). The modes of the density, which intuitively represent a propensity of a state \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{X} \) to trigger a switch, are called *Transition States*. The goal will be to use a Gaussian Mixture Model to approximate \( f \).

   1) Transition States: Let \( \mathcal{D} = \{d_1,\ldots,d_k\} \) be the set of demonstrations where each \( d_i \) is a trajectory of fully observed robot states and each state is a vector in \( \mathbb{R}^d \). TSC finds a set of transition states clusters, which are states across demonstrations associated with the same transition event, reached by a fraction of at least \( \rho \in [0,1] \) of the demonstrations. We assume that demonstrations are recorded in a global fixed coordinate frame and visually from a fixed point of view. We further assume that the demonstrations are consistent, that is, there exists a non-empty sequence of common transitions that respects the partial order of transition events in all demonstrations (for details see [9]).

   Transitions are defined as mode switches in a switching linear dynamical systems (SLDS). We model each demonstration as a SLDS:
The model $C$ can be used to infer the structure of the task. When transition states are drawn from a GMM model, this clustering is the Maximum Likelihood Assignment:

$$x(t) \sim N(\mu_i, \Sigma_i).$$

Therefore, associated with each cluster $C_i$, there is a tuple $(\mu_i, \Sigma_i)$, resulting in the following GMM:

$$\{(\mu_1, \Sigma_1), (\mu_2, \Sigma_2), \ldots, (\mu_i, \Sigma_i)\}.$$

Finally, with each GMM state cluster, we cluster the transitions temporally. Each cluster then has a time-interval defined by the temporal cluster, in addition to the state-space region:

$$C = \{([\tau_{1}^{i}, \tau_{1}^{j}]), ([\tau_{2}^{i}, \tau_{2}^{j}]), \ldots, ([\tau_{m}^{i}, \tau_{m}^{j}] \}.$$

IV. PROBLEM SETUP

The goal of Transition State Clustering is to learn $C$ from a set of demonstrations of a task. There are two sub-problems related to this goal: (1) learning the parameters of the model $C$ from all demonstrations, and (2) for each demonstration $d$, identifying states that most align with the segments defined by $C$.

**Problem 1. Task Segmentation**

A set of demonstrations is consistent if there exists a clustering model $C$ that respects the partial order of every demonstration (see [9] for a precise definition). Given a consistent set of demonstrations, the problem is to find a sequence of transition state clusters $C$ reached by at least a fraction $\rho$ of the demonstrations.

**Problem 2. Temporal Segmentation**

The set of clusters $C$ define regions of the state-space and times where transitions occur common to multiple demonstrations of a task. For each demonstration $d$, we would like to know which states are transitions that correspond to the clusters in $C$. Due to the pruning, there may be transitions that are present in some demonstrations but not in others. Furthermore, a demonstration may have multiple transitions within the same cluster. Hence, we also need a measure of confidence on when the transition occurs.

Given $C$, the problem is to find a set of predicted transitions for each demonstration $d$. For every $d$, there will be some subset of transition state clusters $C^i \subseteq C$ that are relevant to the individual demonstration. For each $c \in C^i$, we would like to identify the time $t_c$ of the transition event in $d_c$.

**Evaluation Metrics**

It is important to note that TSC-DL is an unsupervised algorithm that does not use labeling. Therefore, we evaluate TSC-DL both intrinsically (without labels) and extrinsically (against human annotations).

**Intrinsic metric:** The goal of the intrinsic metric is to compare the performance of different featurization techniques, encodings, and dimensionality reduction within TSC-DL without reference to external labels. This score is not meant to be an absolute metric of performance but rather a relative measure. This measures “tightness” of the transition state clusters. This metric is meaningful since we require that each transition state cluster contains transitions from a fraction of at least $\rho$ of the demonstrations. The tightness of the clusters measures how well TSC-DL discovers regions of the state space where transitions are grouped together. This is measured with the mean Silhouette Score (denoted by $SS$), which is defined as follows for each transition state $i$:

$$SS(i) = \frac{b(i) - a(i)}{\max\{a(i), b(i)\}}; \quad SS(i) \in [-1, 1].$$

If transition state $i$ is in cluster $C_j$, $a(i)$ is defined as the average dissimilarity of point $i$ to all points in $C_j$, and $b(i)$ is the dissimilarity with the closest cluster measured as the minimum mean dissimilarity of point $i$ to cluster $C_k, k \neq j$. We use the $L_2$-norm as the dissimilarity metric and rescale $SS \in [0, 1]$ for ease of comparison.

**Extrinsic metric:** For every time $t$, we will have a TSC-DL prediction $\hat{\tau}$ and a manual annotation $\tau$. To calculate a measure of similarity between $\tau$ and $\hat{\tau}$ we use the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), which measures the alignment between two label assignments irrespective of index choice. NMI is equal to the KL-divergence between the joint distribution and the product distribution of the marginals; intuitively quantifying the distance from pairwise statistical independence. The NMI score lies in $[0, 1]$, where 0 indicates independence while 1 corresponds to a perfect matching. It is defined as:

$$NMI(\tau, l) = \frac{I(\tau, l)}{\sqrt{H(\tau)H(l)}}, \quad NMI(\tau, l) \in [0, 1].$$
Moldovan et al. [14] showed that fitting a Jointly Gaussian model to \( n(t) = (x(t)^{k(t)-1}) \) is equivalent to Bayesian Linear Regression—and thus fitting a GMM finds locally linear regimes.

### A. Task Segmentation as a Sequence of Transition Clusters

Over all of the demonstration, TSC-DL clusters the states at which these transitions occur. The key challenge is that we have a state-space composed of multiple sensing modalities such as kinematics and visual state. Such states may not be directly comparable due to differences in cardinality (many more visual states than kinematics states), in semantics (distances between kinematic states may be more significant), and in stochasticity (kinematic measurements are likely less noisy than visual ones). We address this problem by constructing a hierarchy of GMM clusters, where each hierarchy only clusters over a single sensing modality.

### Visual Features: Transition State Clustering with Deep Learning (TSC-DL) utilizes domain independent visual features from pre-trained CNNs. CNNs are increasingly popular for image classification and with existing models trained on millions of natural images. Intuitively, CNNs classify based on aggregations (pools) of hierarchical convolutions of the pixels. Yosinski et al. noted that CNNs trained on natural images exhibit roughly the same Gabor filters and color blobs on the first layer for various datasets [28]. They established that earlier layers in the hierarchy learn more general features while later layers learn more specific ones. Hence, removing the aggregations and the classification layers results in convolutional filters which can be used to derive generic features across datasets.

We use layers from a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to derive the features frame-by-frame. In particular, we explore two architectures designed for image classification task on natural images: (a) **AlexNet**: Krizhevsky et al. proposed multilayer (5 in all) a CNN architecture [10], and (b) **VGG**: Simonyan et al. proposed an alternative architecture termed VGG (acronym for Visual Geometry Group) which increased the number of convolutional layers significantly (16 in all) [19]. In our experiments, we explore the level of generality of features required for segmentation. We also compare these features to other visual featurization techniques such as SIFT for the purpose of task segmentation using TSC-DL.

### Visual Feature Encoding and Dimensionality Reduction

1) **Feature Encoding** After constructing these features, the next step is encoding the results of the convolutional filter into a vector \( z(t) \). We explore three encoding techniques: (1) Raw values, (2) Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [1], and (3) Latent Concept Descriptors (LCD) [26].

2) **Dimensionality Reduction** After encoding, we feed the CNN features \( z(t) \), often in more than 50K dimensions, through a dimensionality reduction process to boost computational efficiency. This also balances the visual feature space with a relatively small dimension of kinematic features (< 50). Moreover, GMM-based clustering algorithms usually converge to a local minimum and very high dimensional feature spaces can lead to numerical instability or inconsistent behavior. We explore multiple dimensionality reduction techniques to find desirable properties of the dimensionality reduction that may improve segmentation performance. In particular, we analyze Gaussian Random Projections (GRP), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) in Table I. GRP serves as a baseline while CCA is used based on its wide application in computer vision [26]. We also explore CCA as it finds a projection that maximizes the correlation between the visual features and the kinematics features.

#### Algorithm 1: TSC-DL: Transition Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: Set of demonstrations: ( D )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>foreach ( d_i \in D ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_t = \text{concatenate kinematic} &amp; \text{visual features} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_t = \left[ \begin{array}{c} k_{i(t)}^{(i(t)-1)} \ k_{i(t)}^{(i(t)+1)} \ x_t \end{array} \right] \forall t \in {1, \ldots, T_i } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach ( C_i \in {1, \ldots, T_i } ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X = X \cup x_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// ( C_i(t) ) is index of cluster containing ( x_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta \leftarrow \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta \leftarrow \Theta \cup x_t, \forall t, \text{s.t.} C_i(t) \neq C_i(t+1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: The set of transitions ( \Theta )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Algorithm 2: TSC-DL: Task Segmentation Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: The set of transitions ( \Theta ), data ( X )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_i: {z_t, \forall x_t \in \Theta} \leftarrow \text{DP-GMM}(\Theta) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach ( z_t \in C_i ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta^t \leftarrow {x_t \in \Theta, s.t. z_t = z_t^t} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_t^t) ) index of ( x_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C^t_i: {k_t, \forall x_t \in \Theta^t} \leftarrow \text{DP-GMM}(\Theta^t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach ( k_t \in C^t_i ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta_t = {x_t \in \Theta^t, s.t. k_t = k_t} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( \sum_{t \in T} \mathbf{1}(x_t \in \Theta_t^t) \geq 1 \leq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C^t_i \leftarrow \hat{C}^t_i ) ( \forall k_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// Cluster Pruning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: The set of transitions ( \Theta_t^t, \forall z, k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm 3: TSC-DL: Temporal Segmentation

Data: Set of demonstrations $D$

1 foreach $d_i \in D$ do
2     $\Theta_{d_i} \leftarrow$ Transition-Learning($D'$) for $D' = D \setminus d_i$
3     $\{\Theta_{d_i}^{k}, X_{d_i}^{k}, Z_{d_i}^{k}\} \leftarrow$ Task-Seg-Learning($\Theta_{d_i}, X_{d_i}, Z_{d_i}$)
4 foreach $c \in C_{d_i}^{k}$ do
5     foreach $d_i \in D'$ do
6         $T_i \leftarrow T_i \setminus \{t : \hat{k}_i(t) = k_i(t), \hat{x}_i(t) \in d_i\}$
7     $T_i \leftarrow T_i \cup T_i^i \cup \{\forall j : d_j \in D'\}$ // $T_i^i$: $i$th iteration
8     foreach $d_i \in D$ do
9         $(T_i, \alpha_i) \leftarrow$ DPGMM($T_i$, $\alpha_i$)

Result: Set of Predicted Transitions $T_i \pm \sigma_i$, $\forall d_i \in D$

indexed by $z_i$. Within each visual feature space cluster ($\Theta_i$), we model the kinematics change points to be drawn from a GMM: $k \sim N(\mu_i, \sigma_i)$, and fit a GMM to the kinematic sub-space of the transition states in $\Theta_i$ as outlined in Algorithm 2.

Similarly, time can also be modeled as a separate sensing modality. Without consideration of time, the transitions may be ambiguous. For example, in a “Figure 8” trajectory, the robot may pass over a point twice in the same task. Within a state cluster, we model the times at which change points occur as drawn from a GMM: $t \sim N(\mu, \sigma)$. This groups together events that happen at similar times during the demonstrations. The result is clusters of states and times. Thus, a transition state $m_k$ defines a GMM over the state-space and a time interval.

Skill-Weighted Pruning: After the second stage of clustering, we perform a consistency check in recovered transition state clusters by pruning clusters which do not have change points from at least a $\rho$-fraction of the dataset. This accounts for outliers and identifies inconsistent demonstrations.

However, demonstrators may have varying skill levels leading to increased outliers, and so we extend our outlier pruning to include weights. Let $w_i$ be the weight for each demonstration $d_i \in D$, such that $w_i \in [0, 1]$ and $\bar{\omega}_i = \sum w_i$. Then a cluster $k_i(t)$ is pruned if it does not contain transitions $\Theta_k^{z_i}$ from at least a $\rho$ fraction of demonstrations:

$$\sum_{d_i} \bar{\omega}_i \mathbf{1} \left( \mathbf{1}(x_i(t) \in \Theta_k^{z_i}) \geq 1 \right) \leq \rho.$$ 

This criterion enforces that the task segmentation contains transition states from highly weighted demonstrations even if the data set is unbalanced, i.e., it contains many more noisy data points than good ones. In our experiment, the choose the weights as inversely proportional to average time of each example: $\bar{\omega}_i = 1/T_i$.

State Memory: To better capture transitions that are not instantaneous, in this current paper, we use rolling window states where each state $x_i(t)$ is a concatenation of $T$ consecutive states starting at $t$. We varied the length of temporal history $T$ and evaluated the performance of the TSC-DL algorithm for the suturing task using a metric defined in Section IV. We empirically found a sliding window of size 3, i.e., $x_i = \left[ \begin{array}{cc} k_{i(t-1)} & k_{i(t)} \\ z_{i(t-1)} & z_{i(t)} \\ \end{array} \right]^T$, as the state representation that led to improved segmentation accuracy while balancing computational effort.

B. Temporal Segmentation of Each Demonstration

Once we have learned the model parameters for the entire task, the next step is to identify which states in each demonstration correspond to transition events. In a single demonstration, we may have missing transitions and transitions with multiple candidate states, and so there is some ambiguity about which state best represents a particular transition cluster. Our criteria for disambiguating the assignments is robustness, where we want to identify those assignments that are most likely to persist even if the rest of the demonstrations are slightly different.

We iteratively hold out one of the $N$ demonstrations and apply TSC-DL to the remaining demonstrations. For each demonstration $d_i \in D$, there are $N - 1$ predictions in each of the runs where $d_i$ is in the sample. We aggregate the predictions using another clustering step, and output cluster means ($\bar{T}_i$) and variances ($\bar{\sigma}_i$) as temporal segment predictions with standard deviations as outlined in Algorithm 3. This style of estimation has been well studied in non-parametric statistics (e.g., Bootstrapping, and Jackknife estimators).

VI. Experiments

A. Pre-processing

Once the images were pre-processed, we applied the convolutional filters from the pre-trained neural networks frame by frame. To reduce variance due to extraneous objects and lighting changes, we crop each video to capture only the relevant workspace where robot manipulation occurs. Then, the videos are rescaled to 640x480 along with down-sampling to 10 frames per second for computational efficiency. All frames in the videos are normalized to a zero mean in each RGB-channel, individually [10, 19]. All pre-processing was performed with the open source ffmpeg library.

B. Evaluation of Visual Featureization

In our first experiment, we explore different visual featurization, encoding, and dimensionality reduction techniques. We applied TSC-DL to our suturing experimental dataset and measured the silhouette score of the resulting transition state
clusters. Table I describes the featurization techniques on the vertical axis and dimensionality reduction techniques on the horizontal axis. On this dataset, our results suggest that features extracted from the pre-trained CNNs resulted in tighter transition state clusters compared to SIFT features with a 3% lower \( \text{ss} \) than the worst CNN result. Next, we found that features extracted with the VGG architecture resulted in the highest \( \text{ss} \) with a 3% higher \( \text{ss} \) than the best AlexNet result. We also found that PCA for dimensionality reduction achieved a \( \text{ss} \) performance of 7% higher than the best GRP result and 10% higher than best CCA result. Because CCA finds projections of high correlation between the kinematics and video, we believe that CCA discards informative features resulting in reduced clustering performance. We note that neither of the encoding schemes, VLAD or LCD significantly improves the \( \text{ss} \).

There are two hyper-parameters for TSC-DL which we set empirically: sliding window size \((T = 3)\), and the number of PCA dimensions \((k = 100)\). In Figure 4, we show a sensitivity plot with the \( \text{ss} \) as a function of the parameter. We calculated the \( \text{ss} \) using the same subset of the suturing dataset as above and with the VGG conv5_3 CNN. We found that \( T = 3 \) gave the best performance. We also found that PCA with \( k = 1000 \) dimensions was only marginally better than \( k = 100 \) yet required \( >30 \) mins to run. For computational reasons, we selected \( k = 100 \).

C. t-SNE visualization of visual features

One of the main insights of this study is that features from pre-trained CNNs exhibit locally-linear behavior which allows application of a switching linear dynamical system model. We experimentally tested this by applying dimensionality reduction to trajectories of features from different video featurization techniques. Figure 3 shows t-SNE embeddings of visual features extracted for a single demonstration of suturing. The deep features display clear locally-linear properties and can be more easily clustered than SIFT features extracted for the corresponding frames. We speculate that SIFT breaks up trajectory structure due to its natural scale and location invariance properties. We also compared to using the raw RGB image pixel values and discovered that the deep features result in more well-formed locally linear trajectories. However, it is important to note that unlike spatial trajectories there are discrete jumps in the convolutional trajectories. We hope to explore this problem in more detail in future work.

D. End-to-End Evaluation

For all subsequent experiments on real data, we used a pre-trained VGG CNN conv5_3 and encoded with PCA with 100 dimensions.

1. Synthetic Example: We first evaluate TSC-DL on a synthetic example consisting of 4 linear segments (Figure Figure 2). A point robot on a plane moves towards a target in a straight line. Once it reaches the target, the target moves to a new location. This process is repeated four times. We use the simulation to generate image data and kinematics data. Figure 2 (b) shows the results of unsupervised segmentation using only kinematics component of the data \((\begin{bmatrix} x(t) \\ y(t) \end{bmatrix})\). When the state is fully observed (i.e., we have both \( x \) and \( y \) positions), we accurately recover four segments with kinematics...
alone. If one of these dimensions is unobserved, we find that we can still recover the four segments. In this example, when there is no noise on the kinematics, one dimension alone is enough to learn the segmentation.

Next, in Figure 2, we make this scenario more complex by introducing control noise: \( x(t + 1) = x(t) + u(t) + \nu \), with \( \nu \sim \mathcal{N}(0, d_1) \) where \( d_1 = 0.25 \). We find that when there is control noise, partial observed kinematics can lead to erroneous segments even in this synthetic example. We use this example to demonstrate the importance of visual features. If we add visual features (using SIFT since these are not natural images), we find that we can mitigate the problems caused by noise and partial observability. Finally, we repeat the above experiment for kinematic sensor noise with \( \nu \sim \mathcal{N}(0, d_2) \) with \( d_2 = 0.25 \). We note that only the kinematics is corrupted with noise while the vision sees a straight trajectory.

2. Suturing: We apply our method to a subset of the JIGSAWS dataset [5] consisting of surgical task demonstrations under teleoperation using the da Vinci surgical system. The dataset was captured from eight surgeons with different levels of skill, performing five repetitions each of suturing and needle passing. Table II lists quantitative results for both needle passing and suturing with both SS and NMI agreement with the human labels. Demonstrations from the JIGSAWS dataset were annotated with the skill-level of the demonstrators (Expert (E), Intermediate (I), and Novice (N)). For the suturing dataset, we find that using both kinematics and video gives up-to 30.1% improvement in SS and 52.3% improvement in NMI over using kinematics alone. Not surprisingly, we also find that the expert demonstrations, which are usually smoother and faster, lead to improved segmentation performance when using only the kinematic data. However, when we incorporate the visual data, the trend is not as clear. We speculate this has to do with the tradeoff between collecting more data (denser clusters and more accurate modeling) versus inconsistencies due to novice errors, and this tradeoff is evident in higher dimensional data.

We visualize the results of the segmentation on one representative trajectory (Figure 5). With combined kinematics and vision, TSC-DL learns many of the important segments identified by annotation in [5]. Upon further investigation of the false positives, we found that they corresponded to meaningful actions missed by human annotators. TSC-DL discovers that a repositioning step where many demonstrations penetrate and push-through the needle in two different motions. While this is largely anecdotal evidence, we were able to find some explanations for some of the false positives found by TSC-DL.

3. Needle Passing: Next, we applied TSC-DL to 28 demonstrations of the needle passing task. These demonstrations were annotated in [5]. In this task, the robot passes a needle through a loop using its right arm, then its left arm to pull the needle through the loop. Then, the robot hands the needle off from the left arm to the right arm. This is repeated four times. Similar to the suturing dataset, we find that the combination of the features gives the best results. For the needle passing dataset, we find that using both kinematics and video gives up to 22.2% improvement in SS and 49.7% improvement in NMI over using the best of either kinematics or vision alone.

We found that the learned segments for the needle passing task were less accurate than those learned for the suturing task. We speculate that this is due to the multilateral nature of this task. This task uses both arms more than the suturing task, and as a result, there are many visual occlusions for a fixed camera. Important features such as the needle pose and the thread may be obscured at different points during the task. Furthermore, we constructed the state-space using the states of both arms. For such a task, it may be better to segment each of the arms independently.

VII. Conclusion

This paper explored how task segmentation can be learned from visual state representations extracted from deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with a new algorithm called...
TSC-DL. We were surprised to find that "off-the-shelf" visual filters derived from Deep Learning CNNs trained on non-surgical images can yield valuable features for clustering and segmentation. This suggests that our previous segmentation method [9] can be extended to eliminate manual intervention. However, this required several novel contributions including hierarchical clustering, dimensionality reduction, and temporal clustering. On real datasets, we find that TSC-DL matches the manual annotation with up to 0.806 NMI, and our results also suggest that including kinematics and vision results in increases of up to 0.215 NMI over kinematics alone.

For these experiments, we used "off-the-shelf" pre-trained deep learning architectures trained on large image libraries that do not include surgical images. We intend to investigate if the performance improves when we train the CNNs with surgical images [10]. We will explore how to extract consistent structure across inconsistent demonstrations. We find that some surgical demonstrations have loops, i.e., repetitive motions where the surgeon repeats a subtask until success. Consolidating these motions into a single primitive is an important priority for us. The next step is to apply this and future automated segmentation methods to skill assessment and policy learning.
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